
Discover our 
innovative lineup of  
wireless accessories. 



A connected 
experience is  
an expectation.

Wireless accessories stream 
the sounds you love directly 
to your hearing aids.

Our accessories, paired  
with our wireless hearing  
aids, connect you to your 
favorite music, TV shows,  
and phone calls with  
superior sound quality.

Enabled with Bluetooth® 
technology, they are easy  
to pair and even easier to use.

Connecting  
is easy with our 

wireless  
hearing aids.
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Mini Remote Microphone
Enjoy one-on-one conversations in noisy 
environments with our small, easy-to-use 
Mini Remote Microphone. Simply clip it to 
the clothing of the person you’re talking to 
and enjoy the conversation.

Remote Microphone +
In noisy environments, easily stream  
to both ears from Bluetooth, Telecoil,  
FM or Line-In and enjoy your one-on-one 
conversations to the fullest.  

Table Microphone
A multi-functional device designed to 
improve listening in group gatherings 
or noisy restaurants. It also works as 
a TV streamer or even a body-worn 
remote microphone.

Remote Control 2.0
Control volume, change programs  
and quickly access a favorite feature.

TV Streamer
Easily stream audio from your TV or other 
electronic audio source directly to your 
hearing aids. It offers excellent sound 
quality, is simple to use and supports both 
analog and digital input sources.



Talk to your hearing care 
professional about finding the 
right accessories for your most 
important hearing needs.

Easily connect  
to your life. 



Learn more at starkey.co.uk
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